Proven quality and breadth in Computer Science

Wiley publishes a range of journals across Computer Science and Information Systems areas including computer graphics, software evolution, education, intelligent systems, mobile computing, security and more. Many of these journals have been established for over a quarter of a century, and all are ISI ranked and rigorously peer-reviewed to ensure the highest quality. Stand-out titles include Software Practice & Experience, Journal of the Association for Information Science & Technology and Computer-Aided Civil & Infrastructure Engineering.

4 Wiley Facts in Computer Science

- 21 Journals
- 3 Society partners
- 1 Wiley Journal ranked Top 10 in 2013 JCR, Computer Science Categories
- 27,500+ Journal Articles on WOL

1,600 Wiley Journals

6,200,000+ Journal articles on Wiley Online Library

1,202 Wiley Journals with JCR Impact Factor

244 Wiley journals ranked Top 10 across JCR categories

5,435,025 JCR citations for Wiley titles in 2013

850+ Society Partnerships across Wiley

460+ Nobel Laureates published with Wiley

12.2 million Unique visitors to Wiley Online Library/month

40,000 Global Institutions purchase WOL products annually
COLLABORATION FOSTER and borders. account responsibility. Foster collaboration across disciplines, professions, to access and share information with uncompromised authority and download and manage citations. Discover exciting new pathways find and interact with the literature, navigate and link to references, connecting a global community of students, researchers, scientists, With tightly integrated tools, Wiley Online Library enables you to the world's leading repositories for peer-reviewed content. Wiley Online Library is the next-generation content platform
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